Feel free to use the following product descriptions when describing our products to your
audience.

Exposure
Bring your creativity to life with Exposure, the award-winning non-destructive RAW editor and
organizer. Fast performance, unmatched creative editing, and powerful organizing tools enable
you to create gorgeous images and master your workflow.
Exposure provides you with hundreds of customizable creative looks that reproduce the look of
analog film, and go even further by offering new creative styles. There are many powerful
editing tools and special effects you can use to easily achieve your own unique look.
Fast, reliable performance and an intuitive user interface help keep you in the creative zone.
Robust organizing tools make it easy to find your favorite images, compare different edits, and
organize your photo library.
Use Exposure as a complete photo editor or as part of your Lightroom or Photoshop workflow.

Snap Art

Ever wanted an easy way to transform your photos into realistic oil paintings? With Snap Art,
now you can. You don’t need a degree in painting to achieve beautiful, realistic-looking natural
media effects. Choose from presets that simulate oil painting, watercolor, crayon, and pencil
sketch. You control the intensity of the look. The end result is a work of fine art that’s suitable for
framing and hanging on the wall. It’s also a great value add for your commercial photography
business, enabling you to offer clients a product that your competition cannot.

Blow Up

Blow Up is your go-to app for hi-quality image enlargements. Whether you are enlarging a large
print for hanging on the wall or “rescuing” low-res JPG images for enlargement when the original
RAW file cannot be found, Blow Up provides you with unmatched quality. Images are sharp and
free from computer artifacts, the enlarging process is simple, and up to 300,000 pixels per side
is supported. Blow Up is the best solution for photographers and graphic designers who need to
enlarge their photos without compromising on image quality.

The Exposure Bundle

The Exposure Bundle integrates Exposure, Snap Art, and Blow Up. It’s the best way of putting
all of Alien Skin’s award-winning photo editing apps at your fingertips. It offers the best value,
too.

Eye Candy

For graphic designers looking for a fast, creative way of adding realistic-looking effects to their
designs, Eye Candy is the obvious choice. Fire, chrome, lightning, animal fur, and smoke are
just a few of the 32 effects categories. Eye Candy’s intuitive interface enables you to visually
explore effects and design your own.

